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M203 GRENADE lAlJNCHER
CHARACTERISTICS

PHYSICAL OPERATIONAL
Weight Maximum effective
(loaded) 3.6 pounds range
(empty) 3.0 pounds (area target) 350 meters

Length (point target) 150 meters
(overaII) 15.3125 Inches Muzzle velocity 7I meters/second
(barrel) 12 inches

‘

Trigger puII 5 to II pounds
Bore diameter 40mm (I .6085 inches) Rate of fire

‘

Rifling (kneeling position) IO rounds/minute
(number of (prone position) 7 rounds/minute
grooves) 6 Service ammunition 40mm Cartridges:
(twist) One right hand turn M406 High explosive;

in 48 inches M407 Practice;
Operation Manual XM387E4 Proof;
Cooling Air M576 Multiple-
Fire selection Single shot projectile;
Feeding Breech loading pump M585 White-star

action (sliding barrel) cluster;
Primary sight Quadrant (mtd. on M583 White-star

rifle carrying handle) parachute
Secondary sight Leaf (mtd. on hand guard)
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EMPLOYMENT

The M203 Grenade Launcher is designed to be attached to the M16 or
M16Al Rifle, thus permitting the grenadier to have a rifle in combination with
the grenade launcher for engagement of point and close-in targets. The M203
provides the infantry rifle squad with the capability of engaging the enemy
with a high explosive, Fragmentation and armor penetrating projectile at ranges
from 30 to 375 meters. It is authorized for use in all combat, combat support
and combat service units worldwide. It will be issued to Active Army and
selected Reserve Components.
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DEVELOPME NTAL BACKGROUND

The M203 Grenade Launcher was developed by AAI Corporation of
Cockeysville, Maryland under the direction of the U.S. Army Weapons Command.
Development began in May T967. The M203 is a successor to the M79 Grenade
Launcher, which became the Army's standard grenade launcher in T960. Unlike
the M79, the M203 fulfills the requirement for a rifle/grenade launcher package.
The M203 was type classified Standard "A" in August T969. The current prime

I

contractor for production of the M203 is Colt's lnc. of Hartford, Connecticut.
The M203 will replace the M79 Grenade Launcher on a one for one basis;

DESCRIPTION

The M203 40mm Grenade Launcher is a lightweight, compact, breech-
loading, pump action (sliding barrel), single shot, manually operated weapon,
used in coniunction with the M16 or MléAl Rifle, and capable of firing a
variety of 40mm ammunition. The sliding barrel assembly has a heat resistant
fiberglass handgrip to provide a slip-free grip during the cocking and loading
operations. An automatic safety sear prevents accidental firing, should the
trigger be held during these operations. A primary sight assembly mounted
on the carrying handle of the rifle allows range selection between 50 and 400
meters in 25 meter increments. A leaf sight assembly mounted on the handguard
allows range selection between 50 and 250 meters in 50 meter increments.
The Mlé/M203 combination weapon system provides the grenadier with ‘an area
and point fire capability.

*This Fact Sheet supersedes Infantry Weapons Fact Sheet #8,
(February I971), which is rescinded
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